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SYNOPSIS
Clara, a 65 year old widow and retired music critic, was born into a wealthy and traditional 
family in Recife, Brazil. She is the last resident of the Aquarius, an original two-story 
building, built in the 1940s, in the upper-class, seaside Avenida Boa Viagem, Recife. All the 
neighboring apartments have already been acquired by a company which has other plans 
for that plot. Clara has pledged to only leave her place upon her death, and will engage in 
a cold war of sorts with the company, a confrontation which is both mysterious, frightening 
and nerve wracking. This tension both disturbs Clara and gives her that edge on her daily 

routine. It also gets her thinking about her loved ones, her past and her future. 



Where did this project begin? What triggered the story?
I started out wanting to make a movie about archives, and AQUARIUS may yet prove the first 
step on the road to a movie about the predilection for keeping objects and the divergence 
between documents and memories. I found it interesting to have as my protagonists a person 
and a building that are roughly the same age and both in some way under threat. The film 
emerged out of a series of events, including a fairly mundane glut of telephone calls I received 
at home—cold calls selling all kinds of subscriptions for credit cards, health insurance, cable 
TV or newspapers. I felt under attack from the market, which attempts to force people to buy 
things that they don’t want. 

INTERVIEW WITH
KLEBER MENDONCA FILHO
by Tatiana Monassa



Starting with this idea of being under attack from the market, the film is a direct, though 
subtle commentary on the wave of property speculation that hit Recife in recent years. 
Rather than approach the problem in an overtly political way, you choose to focus on the 
psychological impact on regular citizens. 
Yes, the pestering I have just described is particularly aggressive in relation to the property 
market. Before the recession hit Brazil, they behaved like ravenous beasts. The ballet of 
excavators and bulldozers that I witnessed in Recife was depressing, as well as fascinating. 
I recall observing the evolving destiny of a house and its owners. Having seen the occupants 
move out, I saw a sign go up one day, announcing the construction of a new building. A few 
months later, I got home to find a bulldozer clearing the land where that house had stood for 
decades. It had taken barely a few hours to demolish it. I like to apply this process to my films, 
testifying to change through a viewpoint linked to an individual life. And so, in AQUARIUS,  
little by little, Clara grasps what is happening to her space and her personal environment. 

This confrontation turns out to be a conflict between different lifestyles: on the one 
hand, ultra-contemporary living, marked by conspicuous consumption and widespread 
sanitization; on the other hand, that of an earlier generation, based on «getting along»  
and a sense of community. Is this a conflict that affects you?
Clearly, the tension it creates is important for the movie, but in my own life I take this conflict 
with a blend of serenity and irritation. How can they casually demolish so many houses and 
buildings that have a story, that are reference points for so many people? In Recife, the city 
has been completely reshaped in its modus operandi by the demands of the market, and 
nothing has been done to protect the city from commercial interests. I always hear people 
saying Brazil is a young country without the same bond to history that you see in Europe, for 
example. It’s absurd because a town like Recife, which dates back five hundred years, has a 
long history. Property speculation seems to have succeeded in destroying whole swathes of a 
number of Brazil’s major cities by offering new constructions that adhere to a specific design 
and promote an idea of renewal simply by erasing anything «old.» In the end, with AQUARIUS, 
we come back to the idea of a film about archives, whether they be material or emotional. 

Your previous movie, NEIGHBORING SOUNDS, also featured the attentive construction 
of a complex microcosm with its web of friendships and alliances. Does this allow you  
to approach political, social and historical issues specific to Brazil?
I don’t think it’s possible to depict life and day-to-day events without highlighting their 
contradictions, whether they are thought-provoking, amusing or sinister. When I’m writing a 
film, it’s difficult for me to ignore these aspects of society, and Brazilian society in particular. 
I have always been struck by the ideological contradictions of Brazilians from the wealthier 
social classes: they can have an aristocratic attitude, while supporting abolitionism and 
leftwing values. The fundamental challenge for me is to depict this society in all its complexity.

The aggressive methods of contemporary management, based on emotional 
manipulation and potentially extending to psychological harassment, are deployed almost 
metaphorically in the movie, in a variety of indirect offensives that verge on the absurd. 
Gradually, a detachment from reality occurs, and we have to wonder if this nightmare is 
not all in Clara’s head. 
First of all, Clara’s nightmare is very real. She sees herself alone and in a very uncomfortable 
situation, subjected to strong pressures merely for being home, in the building where she 
has always lived. She has this impression that somebody has suddenly decided her space is 
valueless, outdated and must be gotten rid of. With so many opinions against her, even within 
her own family, Clara occasionally feels like she is losing her mind. She is mentally vulnerable, 
which opens the door to unnerving feelings. I like the idea that this leads us to mystery and 
doubt, like a lucid nightmare. 

Your flirtation with fantasy and genre movies occasionally rears its head, with scenes that 
create genuine fear, although we can’t identify its origins or the reason for it.
To some extent, AQUARIUS brings to mind a siege movie with no shooting, bows and arrows, 
or Molotov cocktails. Not literally, at least. The Aquarius building and Clara’s apartment 
are defined spaces—doors, walls, courtyard—and face the imminent risk of invasion. The 
building is constantly violated, and the apartment, the most intimate part of this environment, 
is threatened. The open windows contribute to this feeling, playing a fairly classical role in my 
eyes, that of exterior/interior. There is also the unfortunate fact that in Brazil, open windows 
remind us of the custom of putting barriers of some kind or another across every window, 
whatever the floor, to prevent breaking-and-entering. I think that all these aspects of the film 
are very ordinary and conventional, but there must be something in the framing and cutting 
that reinforces this apparently fantastical tone. 

Was Clara, played by Sonia Braga, always the focus of the story?
From the start, the fulcrum of the film was this woman in her sixties, a widow who owns a 
very beautiful and simple apartment in an old building. I was never tempted to interweave 
events at the property developer’s offices, or to show Diego, the young entrepreneur, in his 
private life or in meetings with his staff. As soon as I started writing, the film was devoted to 
Clara. We had to be with her and the viewpoint, most of the time, is hers. Any contact with 
other people occurs through her because they knock on her door or talk to her, or because 
she addresses someone. Sticking close to Clara is what allows us to generate a sense of 
insecurity or danger.

How did the idea of Sonia Braga playing Clara emerge? Did you write the film with her in 
mind?
No. When I was writing, I envisioned finding an unknown who could play Clara. We were in 
pre-production, when Pedro Sotero (the film’s co-director of photography) suggested Sonia 
Braga. Our casting director, Marcelo Caetano, sent the script to Sonia in the US. Within 48 
hours, she replied, saying she wanted to do the movie. I went to New York to meet her, and 
she was fabulous. One of the most wonderful things in all this is that Sonia had been part of 
my life, as is often the case with great artists, and she became someone I worked with, and 
now a friend also. 



For many people, due to her playing a number of sexually liberated women, Sonia Braga  
is a sex symbol. Was her public image a factor in the development of the character?
I never really thought about Sonia the «sex symbol» because for me, more than anything 
else, Sonia is an instantly recognizable face of Brazilian culture, and her image is one of 
unforgettable beauty. I was very interested to involve this star in a realistic dramatic situation, 
where her beauty is called upon and contributes to some extent to the story. 

Music plays a very important role in the film, modulating Clara’s different states of mind 
and eventually becoming a character in its own right. How did you develop this dynamic 
relationship between the storytelling and the various musical styles that feature in the 
film?
I like the fact that Clara has LPs at home—those she bought over a period of forty years, or 
those sent to her while she was working as a critic. I also like the idea that, even though she 
has a vinyl collection, she doesn’t refuse to listen to tracks on her phone. It was only natural, 
since she listens to music, for music to occupy scenes. Music also gives an indication of her 
tastes and moods. 

The film takes its title from the name of the building, reinforcing the idea that the story is 
rooted in the location. How would you define your relationship to space as a filmmaker?
For me, the question of space is linked to the quantity of information one wants to get across 
through shot selection and framing. From the beginning, the building was a character in the 
movie; the challenge for me was to subtly present it as having a kind of dignity. It is a slightly 
older building, already doomed, but it was important that it should not seem rundown or 
hazardous. In other words, it is innocent of any crime. It must be clear in the film that its 
problems come from the outside, not from within, from the structure itself. Similarly, in a kind 

of game with the audience, we had to show Clara’s apartment in sufficient detail for people 
to be able to sketch its layout after seeing the film. Shooting in a real apartment certainly 
helped me to think about the space itself and its constraints. The demands of a movie, such 
as camera angles and the use of doors and windows, pose a series of concrete problems that 
reveal to us new ideas about real space and cinematic space. 

The film’s ending will surprise audiences. Can you comment on your choice in this respect?
I’d written two other endings, but I didn’t shoot them. They were interesting but the style was 
closer to a sense of «wrapping up the story» – conflicts were more or less resolved and we 
had a pretty good idea of what had happened or not. Sometimes, you are captivated by a 
film and its artistic personality, but then the ending feels like all the loose ends being tied up 
and nothing else. It’s no tragedy because a lot of these endings work fine. It’s just personal 
disappointment. There is another type of ending, however, which is more difficult to explain or 
even accept, and which doesn’t try to answer every question. Something abruptly happens 
and the film ends. I always think back to the ending of THE TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE 
(Tobe Hooper, 1974), with Leatherface brandishing his roaring chainsaw in a demented ballet 
as the sun sets behind him. The ending leaves lots of questions open: we don’t follow the girl 
who manages to escape; the police don’t arrive on the scene; no ambulances appear; the 
chainsaw doesn’t run out of fuel... But it’s an ending that is very effective with its final hard cut 
to black. In the case of AQUARIUS, it was a decision we made in editing because we felt that 
the final scene represented a major dramatic leap for Clara with regard to the story. Besides,  
I love those last three shots and their relationship to the opening shots of the movie.



Born in 1968 in Recife, northeastern Brazil, Kleber Mendonça Filho was raised and 
continues to live in his hometown. After graduating college, Kleber worked as a journalist 
on Jornal do Commercio, while also writing for Folha de S. Paulo and other publications. 
In the 1990s, he made several documentaries and experimental shorts, produced 
through his own company, CinemaScópio. In 2012, Kleber made his debut feature, 
NEIGHBORING SOUNDS, in Recife.  

KLEBER MENDONCA FILHO
Sonia Braga was born in 1950 and made her acting debut in the 1968 feature  
O BANDIDO DA LUZ VERMELHA before achieving fame in Brazil as a star of telenovelas.  
Bruno Baretto’s 1976 hit DONA FLOR AND HER TWO HUSBANDS introduced Sonia  
to international audiences. In the 1980s, she moved to Hollywood to work with 
directors such as Robert Redford and Clint Eastwood, and also worked on American  
TV series, including SEX AND THE CITY. After THE MILAGRO BEANFIELD WAR in 1988,  
Sonia Braga returns to Cannes with AQUARIUS, the second feature by director Kleber 
Mendonça Filho.

SONIA BRAGA

FEATURE
 
2015  AQUARIUS - SCRIPTWRITER AND DIRECTOR 
2012  NEIGHBORING SOUNDS - SCRIPTWRITER AND DIRECTOR 
  Rotterdam IFF – FRIPESCI Award
  Rio IFF – Best Film
  CPH/PIX – Best Film
2008  CRITICO - DOCUMENTARY 

COURTS-MÉTRAGES
 
2009  COLD TROPICS - DIRECTOR
2006  FRIDAY NIGHT SATURDAY MORNING - DIRECTOR 
2005  ELETRODOMÉSTICA - SCRIPTWRITER AND DIRECTOR
2004  GREEN VINYL - SCRIPTWRITER AND DIRECTOR
2003  THE LITTLE COTTON GIRL - DIRECTOR (with Daniel Bandeira)

2015 AQUARIUS by Kleber Mendonça Filho 
2010 LOPE by Andrucha Waddington 
2007 THE HOTTEST STATE by Ethan Hawke 
2006 BORDERTOWN by Gregory Nava 
2003 EMPIRE by Franc Reyes 
2001 ANGEL EYES by Luis Mandoki
2000 FROM DUSK TILL DAWN 3: THE HANGMAN’S DAUGHTER by P. J. Pesce 
1996 TIETA DO AGRESTE by Carlos Diegues 
1995 TWO DEATHS by Nicolas Roeg
1990 THE ROOKIE by Clint Eastwood 
1988 MOON OVER PARADOR by Paul Mazursky 
1988 BEANFIELD WAR by Robert Redford 
1984 KISS OF THE SPIDER WOMAN by Hector Babenco 
1983 GABRIELA by Bruno Barreto 
1976 DONA FLOR AND HER TWO HUSBANDS by Bruno Barreto 
1968 O BANDIDO DA LUZ VERMELHA by Rogério Sganzerla.
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